
Resources

Women's
Coaching and

Learning
Group

Freely available online, Salesforce
offers an Apex Developers Guide,
which serves as a reference for
Apex coding.

Developer's Guide,
Community Resource

After participation in the Women's Coaching
and Learning Group, Natalie "can actually
understand what it's saying when I look at
the basic developer guide"

The annual Salesforce
Dreamforce conference
allows attendees to take
classes in Apex development,
meet other admins and
developers, and learn about
new functionality of the
platform.

Dreamforce conference,
Community Resource

"When I tried to do the one day
intense training with Dream Force,
that was just too much information in
one day and that was very
discouraging" -Victoria

The Chatter collaboration
platform allows for developers at
all companies using the Salesforce
platform to ask and answer
questions and to share
information. Within the coaching
and learning group, the platform
allows learners to ask and answer
questions, share homework
answers, and share struggles and
triumphs.

Chatter collaboration platform,
Community Resource

"Seeing how everybody else did [the
homework] was really helpful" -Mandy

One-day and multi-day classes
are available to teach Apex
development.

Apex classes,
Learning Resource

"The hands-on training that I
had...was a nightmare...[the
instructor] wasn't explaining what he
was doing. He was just telling you to
write code word by word, and that
wasn't helpful in any way to me" -Jane

Freely available online, Salesforce
offers tutorials ("Trailheads") to
learn Apex.

Tutorials,
Learning Resource

"Some of those Trailhead assignments was
hard sometimes 'cause it's just a bunch of
text and a lot of lingo. "  -Victoria

"I feel like the pacing of Trailhead is not my
personal thing. "  -Naomi

Those who have learned Apex
development have written
blogs helpful to new learners.

Blogs & Books,
Learning Resource

Books on the Java language
are also useful.

"[The] blogs were awesome...They made it
really easy to understand 'cause they were
kind of fun and they had illustrations and
good analogies " -Victoria

Around the country, Salesforce
users create Meetup groups for
sharing information on and
learning about work on the
platform, including in Apex.

Salesforce Saturday Meetup,
Learning Resource

"I go to a group every Saturday that I'm a co-
leader of called "Salesforce Saturday."
Sometimes I'll  ask questions there." -Rebecca
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